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Interview with Marco Procacciante, CEO of Vision Group SpA

A strong vision for the future
Even those fortunate enough to enjoy 20/20 vision in their youth will
end up wearing glasses later in life. But eyewear is not just there to
correct deficiencies in a person’s vision. Sunglasses and other forms of
eyewear have become fashion statements every bit as important as any
other accessory. For eyeglasses of all kinds, one of the biggest names in
the optical retail sector is Vision Group SpA. With more than 2,100 outlets operating under its franchise concept, the group enjoys a 20% share
of the Italian market.

The Vision Group was first

opticians and optometrists,” says

launched in 1989 as a collabora-

CEO Marco Procacciante. “We now

tion between a number of optical

have more than 2,100 shops op-

retailers motivated by a common

erating in our network throughout

strategy in approaching the mar-

Italy. This gives us a 20% share

ket. Since then, the group has

of the Italian market and close to

grown steadily and has evolved

national coverage.”

along the way. “The combination
of such wide-ranging entrepre-

One of the key reasons behind

neurial experience has led to

the Vision Group’s success is its

the development of innovative

offering of varying levels of affili-

concepts and the creation of a

ation based on the differing busi-

unique business model focused on

ness needs and approaches to

delivering services that meet the

the market of the individual shop.

business and professional needs of

Through its brands Vision Group

around that time and have seen

130 people is employed in the

and VisionOttica, the group offers

the whole development first hand

company, which also includes

its affiliates a tailored package of

as well as guiding it. The success

key account managers who travel

support and services suited to their

we are experiencing and the steps

throughout the country providing

particular needs and customer

forward we have been taking have

support and advice to franchise

target group.

cemented our position as lead-

operators. “We have developed

ers in the Italian market. This has

a complete retail management

The premium brand is Vision-

come through the commitment

system and support the shops

Ottica, which was launched in

of our highly motivated team and,

with marketing services as well as

2008, around the same time that

of course, the hard work of each

centralized CRM, direct market-

the group created its national

franchisee.”

ing and national advertising for

VisionOttica is one of the leading optical brands in Italy with over 260 points of sale

the VisionOttica brand,” says Mr.

network. “We started franchising

The latest sunglasses collection distributed exclusively by the group’s optical
stores
EUROPEAN
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the concept in 2000 and quickly

Turnover for the group is 70

Procacciante. “The affiliation with

won new retailers to the group,”

million EUR although the total

a strong nationwide brand is a

says Mr. Procacciante. “I have

turnover of all franchisees com-

powerful advantage for independ-

been with the company since

bined is much higher. A team of

ent opticians.”

www.european-business.com
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on offering them a professional

improve customer satisfaction with

service and expert advice. We also

their purchases. “We are special-

provide our franchisees with the

ists for progressive and multi-focal

opportunity to undertake regular

lenses that combine distance and

training to keep them up to date

reading functionality in a single

with new product developments.”

pair of glasses,” says Mr. Procacciante.

A recent innovation is the introduc-

The Vision Group takes part in both optical and franchising trade fairs

tion of virtual mirrors that allow

The optical sector in Italy is un-

customers to try on frames virtual-

dergoing a significant level of con-

ly. It means that the customer can

solidation. This is one of the key

compare the look of different col-

reasons for the Vision Group’s own

ourways without the shop having

strong growth. “We see ourselves

to keep all of them in stock. “We

as family opticians and want to be

are currently piloting the use of the

as close to our customers as possi-

In 2014, an investment fund ac-

accessories. Its vision products

system in several outlets, and if

ble,” says Mr. Procacciante. “This

quired a share in the group. The

are also technologically advanced.

it proves successful, we will roll it

means we will continue to expand

injection of capital that this brought

“People looking for corrective eye-

out to other franchisees,” says Mr.

our network of opticians through-

allowed the Vision Group to expand

wear will find an extensive range of

Procacciante. “We are also bring-

out Italy.” The group expects to

even more rapidly. “Last year, we

attractive frames in our outlets as

ing the experience onto the web

add two to three outlets per month

decided to join the Elite project on

well as the latest high-performance

by using the smartphone camera.”

under its VisionOttica brand and

the Italian stock market in order

lenses to ensure that their spec-

This system was first introduced

anticipates that, within the next five

to open ourselves up still further

tacles look good and give their

in the USA, but the Vision Group

or six years it will be the leading

to the market,” says Mr. Procac-

wearer the best possible vision,”

is the first company in Italy to use

name in the Italian market. “We

ciante. “Our modern franchising

says Mr. Procacciante. “We offer

the system and hopes it will help

have a strong vision for the future,

concept and customer-centric

the latest thin lens technology as

strengthen customer loyalty. While

and it is based on professional,

approach have given us a solid

well as high-performance coatings

technology helps improve the cus-

personalized service,” says Mr.

foundation upon which to build a

for greater wearer comfort.” The

tomer experience in-store, other

Procacciante in conclusion.

successful brand.” Vision Group

latest development in this area is

technological advances are helping

franchise stores follow a multi-

a coating designed for computer

brand philosophy that combines

users. Spectacles with this coat-

proprietary brands with products

ing protect the eyes from the blue

from major global manufactur-

light emitted by digital devices

ers. “Our target customer group is

screens. The coating shortens the

relatively well off and interested in

wavelength of the ultraviolet rays

high-quality products,” says Mr.

which can be irritating to users

Procacciante. “They are prepared

spending long periods of time look-

to spend a little more on something

ing at their digital devices. “We are

that they know will be worn every

focused on eye health as much

day and that will have a significant

as appearance, and this also has

effect on their appearance.” That

an influence on the location of our

is why luxury brands are so impor-

franchises,” says Mr. Procacci-

tant to the Vision Group concept.

ante. “We prefer highly populated

Vision Group SpA
Via Ripamonti 44
20141 Milan
Italy

 +39 0292 885300
 +39 0292 885348

consumer base is predominantly

is not just concerned with fashion

made up of families. We focus

5
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A virtual mirror screen allows customers
to try out colours that are not in stock
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Nevertheless, the Italian company
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Interview with Massimo Ruta, CEO and Angela Oliva, Communication and
Corporate Responsibility Manager of NOVOMATIC Italia SpA

A sure bet
Gambling has always been a closely regulated and restricted activity.
However, by opening up the market in recent years, national governments have been able to secure a slice of a highly lucrative pie. Legally licensed gambling halls and amusement arcades have sprouted
up across Europe offering a range of betting machines for punters to
try their luck. The secret to success is making the gambling experience worth the money that is more commonly lost than won. One of
the most popular games is Book of Ra which was invented by NOVOMATIC, an Austrian-based company which is represented in the Italian market by NOVOMATIC Italia SpA.

NOVOMATIC operates 150 gaming
arcades in the Italian market

Gambling in Italy was legalized

by the public and the rapid growth

offices in 43 countries around the

chines,” says CEO Massimo Ruta.

step by step by the State Monopoly

of gambling arcades has been ac-

world and global revenues of over

“Since then, we have grown stead-

in 2000 with further liberalization

companied by an equivalent rise

three billion EUR. Its activities in

ily and constantly.”

opening up the market. Today,

in online gambling as well. One of

the Italian market are overseen by

the Italian government licences a

the biggest players in the betting

NOVOMATIC Italia SpA. “The com-

NOVOMATIC is a vertically in-

range of betting forms from poker

amusements market worldwide is

pany was established in Italy ten

tegrated gaming operation with

to bingo and from slot machines to

NOVOMATIC. The Austrian com-

years ago, just as Italy was relaxing

activities in machine design and

fixed odds sports betting. The le-

pany was founded by the billionaire

its laws governing the operation of

manufacture as well as amuse-

galization of betting was welcomed

Johann Graf in 1980 and now has

slot machines and amusement ma-

ment arcade management. “We
manage and have access to the

NOVOMATIC is a vertically integrated gaming company that
designs and manufactures the high-tech gaming terminals
for its own arcades

entire value chain which gives us
unparalleled control of all aspects
of our business,” says Mr. Ruta. “It
also gives us a unique insight into
our client’s requirements and the
preferences of the people playing
our games.” NOVOMATIC has 150
amusement arcades throughout
Italy where gamers can play a variety of entertainment devices, slot
machines and video games. “Our
bestselling VLTs and slots game is
the Book of Ra which is the most
popular casino game we make and
the one with which we are synonymous,” says Communications and
Corporate Responsibility Manager
Angela Oliva. “It is a worldwide

EUROPEAN
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Novomatic Italia SpA
Via Galla Placidia, 2
47922 Rimini (RN)
Italy

 +39 0541 420611
 +39 0541 420699
 info@novomatic.it
comunicatione@novomatic.it
 www.novomatic.it

NOVOMATIC’s headquarters in Rimini on Italy’s Adriatic coast

success and can be played both

of the latest innovations from the

challenges is how to promote a

ple use smart phone technology

on machines in amusement ar-

company is Phoenix™, a new

responsible attitude. “One of the

to access sites. We see the Italian

cades and online.”

slots game with five reels and 50

keys to NOVOMATIC’s success and

market growing rapidly in the next

paylines. “It has been developed

something that sets it apart is our

five to six years as further deregu-

Book of Ra takes players on a jour-

in response to customer feedback

approach to responsible gaming,”

lation expands opportunities. Our

ney of exploration through the mys-

and offers a gaming experience

says Ms. Oliva. “Despite legaliza-

aim is to broaden our network. At

terious world of ancient Egypt as

tailored to their preferences,” adds

tion, we are still subject to strict

NOVOMATIC the sky’s the limit.”

they search for a mythological book

Mr. Ruta.

regulations and have a responsibil-

With its positive attitude and ambi-

that brings untold wealth to the

ity to identify problem gamblers

tious aims, gambling on the future

owner. The classic version of the

NOVOMATIC is currently launching

visiting our establishments. This is

success of NOVOMATIC Italia

game was released in March 2005

a new self-service betting terminal

a responsibility that we take very

seems like a sure bet.

and a deluxe version was released

for the fixed odds betting market.

seriously.” Gaming is very much

in April 2008. The latest version,

“With just 40 betting shops in Italy

seen as entertainment which must

Book of Ra Deluxe 6, was released

this is one area where we are not

be paid for just like any other form

in August 2015. It features six reels

yet the biggest player in the Italian

of amusement, and NOVOMATIC

and up to ten paylines. While Book

market,” says Mr. Ruta. “How-

works hard to offer its customers

of Ra remains NOVOMATIC’s most

ever, it also means that there is

value for money.

popular slots game, the company

plenty of potential for growth and

offers a full range of gaming termi-

we will be focusing our attention

NOVOMATIC

nals and video lottery machines.

in the next few years on increas-

has helped

Worldwide, the NOVOMATIC Group

ing our presence in this market.”

bring gaming

operates more than 235,000 gam-

Another under-represented corner

and gambling into the

ing terminals.

of the gaming market from NOVO-

acceptable mainstream

MATIC’s point of view is the bingo

and even boasts former For-

The company is seen as a pioneer

market. The company operates six

mula One driver Niki Lauda as

in the gaming technology market

bingo halls in Italy and is also keen

its brand ambassador. “A key

and invests heavily in research

to see this number grow in the

area for expansion is the online

and development each year. “NO-

near future.

gaming arena,” says Mr. Ruta.

VOMATIC is Europe’s undisputed

“Online casinos, betting shops
The gaming industry is worth bil-

and bingo sites are rising in

technology,” says Mr. Ruta. One

lions worldwide and one of its

popularity as more peo-

www.european-business.com
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Interview with Giorgio Tacchia, CEO of CHILI

Watch this online film space
Films on demand, anywhere, anytime – this is both the present and the future in the world of video entertainment. CHILI, headquartered in Milan, is a
young, dynamic enterprise, which offers customers the opportunity to buy or
lease films to watch at their own convenience. Currently present in five European countries, the company has ambitious expansion plans.
“Customers simply register, buy
a film and download it. They can
then watch the film at their leisure,
even in locations with no internet
“We have customers in Italy, Ger-

connection. We have over 25,000

many, Austria, Poland and the UK.

titles, in several languages, many

However, we have growth plans

of which have only been shown

encompassing at least the whole

at film festivals and can’t be seen

of the English-speaking world,”

at the cinema. We have many

points out CEO Giorgio Tacchia,

children’s films, which is great for

who established CHILI in 2012,

parents who don’t want their kids

following several years’ experience

surfing the internet for videos.”

with an online film supplier. His

Films are stored in a library func-

knowledge gave him a head start,

tion and can be downloaded onto

and ensured that CHILI very quick-

a notebook, iPad or mobile phone.

ly went from strength to strength,

Customers can also hire films for

acquiring 40,000 new customers

up to 48 hours.

Films can be downloaded onto a notebook, iPad or mobile phone, and watched
at the customer’s convenience

per month in Italy, and numbers
among its shareholders: WB, Sony

For many of CHILI’s competitors,

the end, only a few players with

Pictures, Paramount and Viacom.

supplying films online is a second-

international coverage and focus

CHILI supplies films for download

ary activity. CHILI, in contrast, is

on this market will survive,” he

on demand. “There is no sub-

100% focused on this service,

says. “On the other hand, Pay TV

scription; customers only pay for

which Mr. Tacchia believes is the

will secure the sports and shows

what they use,” stresses the CEO.

key to success. “I think that, in

market, while a visit to the cinema
will become a special experience
– comfortable seats, an aperitif before the film and maybe an event
afterwards.” CHILI has growth
plans encompassing the whole of
the English-speaking world. CHILI
also has another surprise in store.
“In the summer, we will present a
completely new concept, that has

CHILI is headquartered in Milan, with a presence in five European countries; it has
plans to expand its operations around the world
EUROPEAN
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never been seen before,” reveals
the CEO. Watch this space.

❙

CHILI S.p.A.

Via Colico, 21
20158 Milan (MI)
Italy
 +39 02 83417860
 pressoffice@chili.com
 www.chili.com
www.european-business.com
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Interview with Alessandro Buson, Sales Manager of
3D Systems Italia SRL

A prototype using SLA technology including finish

A stereolithography model of the Fiat 500L with aesthetic
finish

Car part made using SLS and SLA technology

Where 3D becomes reality
“We have never told a client it can’t be made.” This is the vision of 3D Systems Italia SRL, a
3D printing company located near Turin, Italy. For more than 20 years, 3D Systems Italia has
brought the future to the present by remaining at the forefront of 3D printing technology in
order to provide numerous sectors with time and cost-efficient solutions.
If an object can be designed on

also known as SLS. A major mile-

also works in the household ap-

Systems Italia is continually invest-

a computer, it can probably also

stone occurred for Provel in 2010

pliances, healthcare, design and

ing in its growth, for example with

be 3D printed. 3D Systems Italia

when it was acquired by 3D Sys-

fashion, and energy, oil and gas

the introduction of a machine for

SRL brings a myriad of digital ren-

tems, an American company that

industries. “3D printing technol-

metal printing. It is exactly this

derings to life using cutting-edge

invented 3D printing in the 1980s.

ogy is applicable in all sectors, and

dynamism that drives Mr. Buson.

technology and machinery. The

Provel, which was already the

any company that has to develop a

“I possess an emotional tie, since

company got its start in 1994 when

largest in the European market,

new product or part within a short

Provel was founded by my father,

founder Giorgio Buson established

was the first company 3D Systems

period of time is our ideal client,”

so I saw the company start and

Provel SRL, a rapid prototyping

acquired in Europe, which was

points out Mr. Buson.

grow. It is a very interesting market

service. “Everything started with

a testament to Provel’s superior

my father’s idea. He saw a stereo-

products and methodologies. “The

3D Systems Italia has rightfully

the constant influx of new products

lithography – also called SLA – 3D

acquisition has broadened our

earned its number one spot in the

and new challenges,” he high-

print at an exhibition and proposed

range, and we are now a one-stop

Italian market, and it is one of the

lights.

its introduction to the Italian mar-

shop for everything that has to

top competitors in Europe. “Our

ket. Back then, however, no one

do with 3D technology, including

clients come to us because of our

employed this technology. He also

software and printing,” Mr. Buson

vast experience. We have been in

suggested the use of another re-

notes.

this sector for more than 20 years,
and we have seen everything! And

casting. Today, years later, we

3D Systems Italia concentrates on

our clients know that experience

still do the same thing,” explains

products in the automotive sector,

translates into quality. Compared

Giorgio’s son and 3D Systems Italia

where headlights, bumper or body-

to our competitors, we offer a full

Sales Manager Alessandro Buson.

work, and many other parts com-

variety of services and technolo-

The company also makes use of

posed of plastic are in demand. 3D

gies. We don’t have to convince

newer 3D printing techniques,

printing has many other applica-

the client that our solution is the

such as selective laser sintering,

tions, however, and the company

best,” emphasizes Mr. Buson. 3D

9
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3D Systems Italia SRL
Via Roberto Incerti 25
10064 Pinerolo (TO)
Italy
 +39 0121 376 966
 info.it@3dsystems.com
 www.3dsystems.com
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lated technology known as vacuum

and world, and I look forward to

Interview with Marco Del Gracco, Managing Director of BODEGA G. & C. S.p.a.

Extruding above its weight
Aluminium profiles are used in a wide range of different sectors to make everything from
window frames to car bumpers. The material’s comparatively low weight, strength and high
resistance to corrosion make it the ideal choice for an ever growing range of applications.
Although it is widely used in construction and furniture, the largest consumer of aluminium
is the transport sector, which accounts for 27% of global aluminium consumption. Aviation is
the biggest market at present but the automotive sector is rapidly catching up. For aluminium extrusion specialist BODEGA G. & C. S.p.a. in Italy, the diversity of applications for its
products is the key to its success.
“We continue to find new applica-

building industry of recent years

stant growth throughout its history.

nantly for the furniture sector and

tions for our aluminium profiles

in the shape of fewer orders for

Founded in 1964 with just one 800

window and door manufacturers,”

in a broad range of different in-

window and door profiles,” admits

t press, the company now operates

explains Mr. Del Gracco. “Now

dustries,” says Managing Director

Mr. Del Gracco. “However, this was

four extrusion plants with capaci-

we are seeing much greater use

Marco Del Gracco. “As well as lev-

compensated to a certain extent

ties of 1,250 t, 1,600 t, 2,000 t and

of aluminium in building facades

eraging falls in demand in other ar-

by growth in areas such as solar

3,300 t. Its most recent expansion

where it is used to create strikingly

eas, this also keeps us on our toes

power.”

saw it more than double production

contemporary, weatherproof exteri-

capacity from 14,000 t to 35,000

ors. At the same time, the boom in

when it comes to innovating new
solutions.” Take the solar industry

Despite such short-term blips, BO-

t per year. “When we first started

the automotive sector is serving us

for example. The boom in solar in-

DEGA has experienced fairly con-

in the 1960s, we worked predomi-

well.” Aluminium is more expen-

stallations of recent years has been

sive than sheet steel for use in car

a boon to the aluminium extrusion

bodies but the weight savings and

sector as the building industry in

therefore fuel economies that can

general saw a decline. The pro-

be achieved are shifting the equa-

files used to fix solar panels onto

tion increasingly in favour of the

building roofs are all made from

lighter metal. “Environmental con-

extruded aluminium. “We certainly

cerns are coming more and more

felt the effects of the decline in the

to the fore in consumers’ minds,”

The boom in the solar industry has
helped offset a decline in the traditional
building sector thanks to the widespread use of aluminium profiles to fix
panels to roofs

EUROPEAN
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BODEGA produces a wide range of extruded aluminium profiles from a
databank of more than 60,000 profile designs and has the expertise to
make anything the client wants from a technical drawing

says Mr. Del Gracco. “Aluminium

graphic markets. Exports already

by 30% since the financial crisis of

technical bureau that is able to do

has long been used in engine com-

account for 30% of sales with

2008, BODEGA is well-advised to

more than just standard profiles,”

ponents to reduce weight but we

Germany accounting for the lion’s

look beyond its traditional markets

says Mr. Del Gracco. “We can

are seeing its use in other areas of

share of this figure. “We are cur-

for its future. “There is a wave of

make anything the client wants

car manufacture rise. For example

rently active in France, Austria, the

consolidation coming in this sec-

and have built up a databank with

the latest Jaguar XS model was

Netherlands and Switzerland but

tor as the smaller operators are

more than 60,000 profiles. We

made completely from aluminium.

want to expand eastwards to Rus-

swallowed by larger ones or band

can also respond very quickly to

Developments that start off in the

sia and possibly Asia through the

together for strength,” predicts Mr.

customer orders. These are the

luxury end of the market eventually

establishment of a joint venture,”

Del Gracco. ”We have a major role

qualities that will assure us positive

trickle down into the mass market

outlines Mr. Del Gracco. “I could

to play in this development.” With

future growth.”

as well.”

also imagine setting up a produc-

234 employees and turnover of

tion plant in the US to serve the

100 million EUR, BODEGA is con-

As well as exploring new applica-

North American market in the

fident that it can grow in the future.

tions for its products, BODEGA

future.” With aluminium consump-

“We are more than just an extru-

is also keen to explore new geo-

tion in its domestic market down

sion company, we have our own

❙

BODEGA G. & C. S.p.a.

Via Marianna, 14
24034 Cisano Bergamasco (BG)
Italy
 +39 035 438211
 +39 035 4382200
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A selection of architectural profiles for use in building facades

Interview with Filippo Brondolin, Area Manager of Silcart S.p.A.

Innovation drives us
It is all about tremendous efforts in various industries and a mass of superlatives when one
looks at Silcart S.p.A. from Carbonera in the Treviso region. The company will celebrate its
50th anniversary in two years’ time, and until then new innovations will be launched in order
to document the supremacy in the sector of flexible facings for insulating panels and of underlays for various roofing solutions as well as synthetic and mineral facing materials for the
building sector and general industry. This broad approach is clear proof of Silcart’s flexibility
and has paved the way to the company’s global success.

“For many companies it is hard

supply a broad range of different

today. “Insulation is one of our key

humidity, condensation and

to understand how they can be

materials and products, which

words when it comes to describing

mould formation, and reduces the

successful when acting in various

means we have indeed emerged

our portfolio. We first had a focus

spread of bacteria. The company

industries and offering a far from

as the one-stop partner for general

on bituminized paper used for

develops special solutions, includ-

standard product range – but this

industry, roofing, acoustic, packag-

agricultural applications, but soon

ing compounds against humidity.

is frankly what Silcart is all about.

ing and agriculture.”

we introduced other materials and

“Our company history is marked

applications,” says Mr. Brondolin.

by a focus on new and improved

We have mastered the art of providing a multitude of products for

This modern approach had a

Silcart now offers flexible facing

products. Innovation is strong,

various markets, incorporating

humble beginning. The company

for insulation panels for wall and

and we are constantly investing

different material technologies,”

started with a single product for

roof applications as well as flex-

in our research and development

points out Filippo Brondolin, who

agriculture that was to guarantee

ible underlays and membranes for

activities in order to launch new

as Area Manager is responsible for

hygiene and cleanliness in the

pitched roofs. In addition, the port-

products each year that help raise

the German, Austrian and Benelux

poultry breeding sector. Due to

folio includes sound-damping mats

current standards in the market,”

markets. “While different materials

its versatility, Silcart soon started

as well as a range of packaging

points out Mr. Brondolin. “Today,

are normally offered by different

to operate in new fields that have

products for goods protection. Its

we offer ten product lines that work

manufacturers, we are able to

evolved as core business activities

range provides protection against

24 hours, seven days a week in

Silcart is continuously investing in research to introduce new innovative materials
EUROPEAN
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About 20 staff members work in R&D, focusing on products that raise market standards
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Silcart’s headquarters in Carbonera, Treviso, where it employs a workforce of 80
people

Silcart S.p.A.

Via Spercenigo, 5
31030 Carbonera (TR)
Italy
 +39 0422 445507
 +39 0422 445507
 info@silcartcorp.com
 www.silcartcorp.com

order to meet the demands of our

for instance, is strong, even when

Brondolin. “Glass Xtreme Black

Brondolin. With Silcart Tex Defend-

customers.” Silcart is determined

it comes to difficult segments such

is a flexible bituminous facing for

er, Silcart has introduced a breath-

to establish itself as a tier one sup-

as construction and engineering.”

insulation panels and can be used

able synthetic underlay membrane

plier to large multinational chemi-

for various covering layers with

which offers products antibacte-

cal companies and to support their

The company’s constant desire to

bituminous membranes or PVC

rial, anti-mould and anti-insect

end product portfolio. Currently,

innovate has resulted in a num-

while most other products can only

properties that might otherwise

it serves customers in more than

ber of new product highlights to

cope with one typology.” Superfelt

damage the water impermeability

50 countries worldwide, exporting

complement the existing range.

Cube is a bituminous underlay that

of the product. “We will keep on

about 80% of its production. “No

Agrifacer for agricultural applica-

prevents and protects against the

innovating also with regard to en-

doubt, Europe is our key market,

tions, for instance, is a patented

risk of infiltration along the area of

vironmentally friendly solutions.

as most of the large companies

mixed product that is supplied to

mechanical fixture and guarantees

This will remain a strong issue for

and large distribution partners are

manufacturers of polyurethane

water impermeability up to 6 °C.

the coming years,” stresses Mr.

located here,” states Mr. Bron-

panels for stables and pens. “The

“There is no comparable product

Brondolin. “The launch of new

dolin. “We are always looking for

plastic facing for insulation pan-

in the market right now with the

products is always in line with strict

influential and flourishing markets

els is highly resistant to chemical

same mechanical resistance and

environmental requirements.”

in Europe and beyond. Germany,

agents and condensate,” says Mr.

the same long durability,” says Mr.

13 www.european-business.com

The company is present at major fairs to introduce its new innovations
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Silcart offers a wide range of products for general industry, roofing, acoustic, packaging and agriculture
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Interview with Raffaella Fidanza, CEO of EuroTarget SRL

Right on target
Marketing agencies are a dime a dozen in today’s world, but
few of them offer the individualized, direct solutions many
businesses seek. That’s where EuroTarget SRL steps in. The
25-year-old company came into being after founders Raffaella Fidanza and Vittorio Masoni recognized both a need
and an opportunity for more effective, focused marketing.
Headquartered in the northern Italian city of Bergamo, EuroTarget provides personalized and memorable results for its
clients located throughout Italy, as well as internationally.
Since its inception in 1992, Euro-

From the user’s point of view, there

materials stage – catering, hospi-

ligent EuroTarget system, a digital

Target srl has produced seamless,

were no solutions to the problems

tality, technology, and so on - to

tool designed to manage incentive

creative marketing solutions for

at hand. This is when we decided

assemble them into tailor-made

and loyalty programs. The product

its clients, but the company’s big-

to start an agency able to provide

products for our clients.” Euro-

enables the customer to choose

gest success story is quite possibly

turnkey marketing communication

Target remains very clear about

his prize, and this significantly

itself. EuroTarget’s co-founders,

services,” Ms. Fidanza recalls.

what makes it such a special

reduces the promotion cost by

Vittorio Masoni and current CEO

Since 1992, EuroTarget has gone

company. “We have four business

cutting stock and surplus. It’s a

Raffaella Fidanza, had been work-

on to greatly increase in size and

lines: events, direct marketing, in-

way to bring something new to the

ing in the marketing department

exposure, however, as Ms. Fidanza

centives and promotions, and web

market.”

of a large, multinational company

underlines: “Our mission back

solutions. The market recognizes

when they realized there was a

then was what it still is today: we

our high competence in these

Such innovative ideas are why Eu-

lack of services specializing in

transform creativity and services

areas,” Ms. Fidanza continues.

roTarget prides itself on the unique

below-the-line marketing. “There

into integrated products, simplify-

“Moreover, we have some unique

advantages it extends to its clients.

was a need for services that were

ing their complexity. Our specialty

and personalized ways of dealing

First-class service, expertise and

different from pure advertising.

is looking for services at the raw

with our clients, such as our Intel-

enthusiasm also add to Euro-

Big clients like BMW Italy works with EuroTarget to add a personal
touch, such as during the 2017 BMW Golf Cup International

EUROPEAN
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EuroTarget collaborated with Rovagnati, an Italian producer of
fine cured meats, during its sponsorship of the Giro d’Italia 2017
international cycling event
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Euro Target SRL

via Madonna delle Neve, 5B
24121 Bergamo
Italy
 +39 035 477811
 +39 035 477855
 mbox@eurotarget.it
 www.eurotarget.it

Target’s inventory of selling points.

clients. “So far, we have had great

“We offer profound knowledge of

success due to word-of-mouth

the Italian territory, and novelties

and great management, but we

in the food and beverage industry,

are launching a website for our

locations and entertainment,”

25th anniversary in an effort to put

says Ms. Fidanza. The company is

our name out there even more,”

not only an asset in Italy though,

she highlights. “Each day, we dis-

with international heavy hitters

cover something new and adapt

such as BMW and Deutsche Bank

it to the modern world’s complex-

as part of its clientele. In fact, Eu-

ity. We really are multitasking in

roTarget is fast becoming a land-

our job; we always find integrated

mark for international customers

solutions and we offer assistance

when they choose Italy for their

for nearly everything, except tra-

events or initiatives.

ditional advertising. We have the
capability to help our clients find

Ms. Fidanza looks forward to

new strategies because we are

what the future has in store for

innovators, able to replace what

EuroTarget, as well as what the

is obsolete with new things and

company continues to offer its

ideas.”

❙

EuroTarget organized the ‘Audi Dealer Meeting 2015’ at Forte Village in
Sardinia
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Interview with Michele Giusti Sales Director of Welt Electronic SpA Industrial Division

Maximum customer benefit
Comprehensive product choice, qualified advice, individual assemblies: Welt Electronic SpA is
more than a traditional distributor of electronic components. It is a solution provider focused
on maximum customer benefit. The company’s Lighting division is developing particularly
successful. The division intends to design and manufacture its own products whichare supposed to be marketed under their own brand.

Welt Electronic is a leading Italian

company has a branch office in

distributor of electronic compo-

Milan and two smaller sales offices

nents for industrial and lighting

in Padua and Turin. “Our main

applications. The flourishing,

focus is on Northern Italy,” says

owner-managed enterprise primar-

Mr. Giusti.

ily supplies the automotive industry, producers of white goods and

Welt Electronic stands apart from

the heating, ventilation and air-

the large, internationally operat-

conditioning sector. “These three

ing suppliers due to is its high

segments account for over 50% of

competence in problem-solving

our total revenues,” explains Sales

and the added value it offers to its

Director Michele Giusti. Since it

customers. “We do not just supply

was founded in 1985, Welt Elec-

electronic components but under-

tronic has grown almost without

stand ourselves as our customers’

interruption. “Only in 2008/2009

partner who provides qualified

during the economic crisis, there

advice in regard to the optimum

was a small setback,” says Mr.

solution,” Mr. Giusti describes the

Giusti. Today, the company has

philosophy of the company. Its

it is owner-managed without any

40 employees, including 25 sales

approach even covers made-to-

external influence or capital. “We

representatives, and turns over ap-

measure, individually configured

have a very informal atmosphere

proximately 30 million EUR. Three

products and assemblies which

and we all work together on a basis

years ago, the company entered

are devised together with its own

of trust, from the management to

the fast evolving lighting market

suppliers. “Our customers can

the shop floor,” explains Mr. Giusti.

and started cooperating with the

purchase customized products

In the future, Welt Electronic wants

Japanese Nichia Corporation,

through us,” says Mr. Giusti. “We

to persuade even more custom-

the world’s largest manufacturer

work together with both our cus-

ers of the benefits of cooperating

of LED products. Welt Electronic

tomers and the manufacturers on

with the Italian company by further

exports 5 to 6% of its products,

a very close basis. This has se-

strengthening its salesforce and

mainly to customers in Eastern

cured us a leading position in the

establishing new contacts to new

Europe including Croatia, Hungary

market.” Other success factors of

suppliers. “On the long run, we

and Slovenia. “At present, we do

the Italian distributor of electronic

want to design and manufacture

not have any plans to expand our

components are its motivated,

our own lighting products and sell

international activities,” states

loyal team – fluctuation has always

them under our own brand,” con-

Mr. Giusti. Based in Florence, the

been very low – and the fact that

cludes Mr. Giusti.
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Welt Electronic is a flourishing Italian enterprise that offers comprehensive product choice, qualified advice and individual customer solutions
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Welt Electronic SpA
Via della Treccia, 33
50145 Florence (FI)
Italy
 +39 055 302631
 +39 055 310400
 info@weltelectronic.it
 www.weltelectronic.it
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Interview with Elena Merli, Marketing Director of Vortex Hydra S.r.l.

Innovation made in Italy

Elena Merli Marketing Director of Vortex Hydra

Creative ideas and innovative approaches have led to
many solutions that have made people’s lives easier.
Thanks to top-performing engineering firms, many production processes have been optimized. Vortex Hydra
S.r.l. with headquarters in Fossalta di Copparo, Italy, is
among those companies that have helped customers save
time and costs with innovative ideas in the design and
development of products, machinery and plants. This year,
the Italian firm is celebrating its 50th anniversary.

Vortex Hydra is active within dif-

high quality level. They are very

ferent areas in the construction

strong, and some of our machines

industry. Today, it is the worldwide

still work after 45 years.” In the

leader in concrete roof tile machin-

1987, the firm built its own manu-

ery, a reliable partner for hydraulic

facturing facility for the production

latest designs is a new product ag-

mum preset time period, resulting

works with its customized valves

of its own products.

ing system called ROTARY, which

in the early release of aluminium

and gates as well as a pioneer in

optimizes the heating of the prod-

pallets back into the manufactur-

the area of wet cast production.

The construction sector is still the

uct. The ROTARY rack system is a

ing process for reuse. This system

The history of the company began

most important industry for the

fully automatic revolving steel rack

gives customers another competi-

50 years ago, in 1967, when a

company’s activities. “We produce

that allows wet manufactured tiles

tive edge. The company is also ac-

group of young engineers joined

automatic production systems for

to be cured evenly over a mini-

tive in the area of hydraulic works

forces to become active in the

the manufacture of high-quality

design and manufacture of so-

concrete roof tiles and other as-

lutions in the area of industrial

sociated concrete products,”

automation. They became design

explains Ms. Merli. “We can manu-

specialists for production tech-

facture different kinds of systems

nologies in the construction sector

according to the individual re-

and developed furnaces for clay

quirements of our customers. The

products, prefabricated production

production capacities vary from

plants and water control solutions,

500 to 800,000 pieces per day.

including mechanical structures

We have always made roof tile ma-

for dams, rivers and waterways,

chines that meet the expectations

among others. “We have very

of our clients.” The machinery not

skilled staff that are able to face

only works with different capaci-

problems and solve them,” states

ties but also can produce a wide

Marketing Director Elena Merli,

range of different profiles as well as

whose father is one of the com-

different fittings and accessories.

pany’s founders. “In addition, our

Vortex Hydra has also developed a

machines are renowned for their

special lightweight tile. Among its

EUROPEAN
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The company is also active in the area of hydraulic works with large valves to
control water flows and gates to build dams and waterways
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Vortex Hydra S.r.l.

Via Argine Volano, 355
44034 Fossalta di Copparo
Italy
 +39 0532 879411
 +39 0532 866766
 vh.sales@vortexhydra.com
 www.vortexhydra.com
www.wetcast.it
www.vortexhydraused.com
www.vortexhydradams.com

with large valves to control water

rubber moulds automatically with

flows and gates to build dams

significantly less personnel. Other

and waterways. Vortex Hydra has

advantages are the ideal control of

been a partner for many different

the quality of the product, a higher

international dam construction

degree of safety and a reduction

projects. “We are an expert in en-

of heavy operations for the work-

gineering work for dams and make

ers. In addition, Vortex automation

things rational and manageable

for wet cast is used to reproduce

in the construction process,” says

a natural stone finish on a manu-

the Marketing Director. “We man-

factured concrete veneer cladding

age to simplify things and develop

stone with the use of special rub-

concepts and solutions which are

ber moulds.

easy to implement and maintain.
We have a very future-oriented

With regard to digital transforma-

approach and want to create solu-

tion, the company is also working

tions that can last for many dec-

on solutions such as total produc-

ades. Our customers value this ap-

tion management software. The

proach, and we have, for instance,

machines will be equipped with

Vortex Hydra has not only been

is looking for sales representation

completed different projects for

machine sheets, which comprise

active in Italy, but also abroad, and

in Africa, Asia and South America.

water gates in Iraq.”

a summary of the machine’s set-

today, 100% of the customers are

“We can look back on 50 success-

tings, replacement of spare parts,

located abroad, for example in Af-

ful years, and we plan to remain in

Wet cast production is the newest

maintenance time and involved

rica, Asia, Thailand, Indonesia and

the market for the next 50 years,”

business unit, and the company

operators. “We have a comprehen-

the USA. Besides its headquarters

says Ms. Merli. “We still have a lot

has recently developed a new pat-

sive technical competence and a

in Italy, the company has locations

of ideas for innovation. We are an

ented technology in this area. This

high level of automation,” points

in Australia, Brazil, China and the

Italian company and have the right

technology called Brush demold-

out Ms. Merli. “We keep in mind

United Kingdom. The firm has a

spirit for future development.”

significantly increases

quality control and also people’s

total of 60 employees and real-

the level of automation and ena-

health. This is rewarded by the

izes annual turnover of 17 million

bles the customer to demould the

companies working with us.”

EUR. For the future, Vortex Hydra
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Vortex Hydra is the worldwide leader in concrete roof tile machinery

Interview with Oliver Martini, Sales Manager of
Valle Ca’ Zuliani Società Agricola SRL

An aerial view of one
of Valle Ca’ Zuliani’s plants
near Venice

More fish to fry
When sitting down to a delicious fish dinner, one seldom considers the steps needed
in order for the fish to end up on the plate.
The people behind Valle Ca’ Zuliani Società
Agricola SRL have been contributing to an
important part of this process with its familyowned fish hatchery and breeding facilities.
Since 1982, the Italian company has been a
valuable source of fry (juvenile fish) both to
the area around its headquarters near Venice, as well as internationally.

Floating cages in the
sea provide for a natural,
healthy environment for
the fish

Reproduction units
are constantly monitored
in order to maintain clean
living conditions for the
growing fish

Many people know Italy’s Veneto

Europe and North Africa. Sales

region for the fine wine it pro-

Manager Oliver Martini, who is also

duces, but the area is also highly

the son of the company’s founder,

valued for its fishing industry. Situ-

knows what it takes to stay alive

ated at the Po Delta and named

in this industry. “We are the old-

after the fishing valley in which it

est fry breeding company in Italy.

is located, Valle Ca’ Zuliani Società

Experience counts!” underlines Mr.

Agricola SRL found a prime spot

Martini.

for its fish hatchery and breeding

Sea bass, sea bream
and mullet are core
products, among
others

EUROPEAN
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operations. The company created

One point of pride for Mr. Martini is

its place in the market over three

the company’s promise to deliver

decades ago when the population

a clean product in an environmen-

of two in-demand species of fish,

tally friendly manner. “It is a natu-

the sea bass and sea bream, was

ral environment where the water

diminishing due to poor conditions

flow is very important and the fish

in the local lagoons. Recognizing

have an excellent living environ-

this shortage as an opportunity,

ment. Here, the fish eat well and

Valle Ca’ Zuliani started reproduc-

don’t get ill,” Mr. Martini explains.

ing these two species artificially

Through use of efficient technology

and has since grown into a profit-

such as floating cages in the sea,

able international business serving

Valle Ca’ Zuliani is able to provide
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Valle Ca’ Zuliani Società Agricola SRL
Via Gardizza 9/B
48017 Conselice (RA)
Italy
 +39 0545 989511
 +39 0545 989733
 oliver.martini@vallecazuliani.it
 www.vallecazuliani.it

the 30 million fry it produces each

For example, Mr. Martini recounts

year with a healthy environment at

that “we did a lot of research in

the company’s two plants.

the last few years. We managed
to reduce the fish breeding and

Fry hatching and breeding is a

growth time.” Valle Ca’ Zuliani also

specialized market, and Valle Ca’

participates in international trade

Zuliani has taken advantage of this

fairs, such as those in Tunisia and

fact by focusing on expanding inter-

Belgium, to expand their network.

nationally. “We know the market. As
far as fry is concerned, it is a very

In the future, Mr. Martini hopes to

small world. In North Africa, unlike

maintain stable production, as well

Italy, the breeding of fry is more

as triple the production of mature

difficult, because its temperatures

fish for the market. He remains

are higher, and therefore there is a

optimistic about the company’s

higher risk of disease or illness,” Mr.

future and, in the meantime, re-

Martini points out. Consequently,

mains fulfilled and challenged in

countries such as Egypt, Tunisia

his role. “It is a very nice job, be-

and Algeria contribute to the com-

cause we have a living product. It

pany’s export business, which ac-

is a world that is in continuous de-

counts for 70% of all sales.

velopment. There is always something to learn, and there is always

In addition to being geographi-

enough space for innovation and

cally advantaged, Valle Ca’ Zuliani

changes. It is a young profession

is always open to new methods

and therefore very stimulating,”

which might improve performance.

adds Mr. Martini.
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